


(1) Suppose ),,( 1 nXXX = be a random sample with p.d.f  }exp{)( xxf -= 0,0where > x .    

(a) Show that 
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)(  is a complete sufficient statistic of ; (5%)                      

(b) Find an UMVUE of  }exp{ -= ; (10%)                                             
(c) Use the Delta Method to derive a 95% confidence interval of . (10%) 

(2) Let nXX ,,1  be i.i.d Poisson( ).                                               
(a) Find the UMP, size , test of 000 : vs: > aHH ; (10%)                          
(b) Show that there does not exist a UMP, size , test of 000 : vs:  = aHH ; (10%)       
(c) Consider the specific case 1: vs1:0 > aHH , use the Central Limit Theorem to 
determine the sample size n so that the UMP test satisfies 

.95.0)2|reject (and05.0)1|reject ( 00 ==== HPHP  (Recall: 950641 .).( = ) (10%) 

(3) Let nXX ,,1  be a random sample from the uniform distribution on the interval ],0[ .     
(a) Find a minimal sufficient statistic of ; (5%)                                         
(b) Find an UMVUE of ; (5%)                                                     
(c) Compare the variance of the UMVUE with the Cramer-Rao lower bound for the variance of 
an unbiased estimator and explain why this lower bound is not applicable in this instance. (5%) 

(4) Let X  and Y be i.i.d N(0,1) random variables, and define ),min( YXZ = . Prove that 2Z
has chi-square distribution with degree of freedom 1. (15%) 

(5) Suppose that one has n random pairs of measurements ),,1(  ),( niYX ii =  with joint p.d.f. 

}exp{),(, iiiiiiiiYX yxyxf
ii

--=  where ),,1(  0, niii =>  are n2  unknown positive 

constants. Assume that the n pair unknown constants ),,1(  ),( niii =  lie on a straight 
line which pass through the origin. It is required to estimate the slope of that straight line. 
Obtain a maximum likelihood solution of this problem, and elaborate the computational details. 
(15%) 






